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The collapse of a gas bubble near a solid wall is studied numerically by assuming the liquid to be
incompressible and the Mach number of the gas flow to be small. The liquid motion is simulated by
a boundary integral method and the gas thermo-fluid dynamics by finite differences on a
boundary-fitted grid. With the physical properties of a liquid monopropellant, it is found that the
liquid heating is essentially localized in the microjet, but is probably not sufficient to cause
spontaneous ignition. The reasons for this conclusion — that, while being in general agreement with
available experimental evidence, is at variance with deductions from previous spherical collapse
calculations — are elucidated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!01101-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing technological importance of liquid mono-
propellants such as LGP 1845 and 1846 motivates a strong
interest in the safe operational limits of their use. Occasion-
ally, unexplained ignitions have occurred upon strong
impacts.1 One of the mechanisms suggested to explain these
occurrences is heating of the liquid due to the compression
of entrained gas bubbles.2 Indeed it is well known that, due
to the kinetic energy accumulated in the liquid, a bubble can
be readily compressed to a small fraction of its initial vol-
ume. By assuming adiabatic heating, the absolute tempera-
ture of an air bubble would increase by nearly 16 times for a
radius reduction of 1 order of magnitude. Since current esti-
mates suggest that ignition requires ‘‘hot spots’’ with typical
dimensions of 0.1 to 10mm, durations of 10 to 1000ms, and
temperatures in excess of 700 K,2 it would seem that ignition
could readily be achieved in this way if the liquid in contact
with the bubble is heated to comparable temperatures. Ex-
periments designed to study the process, however, have
failed to provide an unambiguous confirmation of this
hypothesis.3,4 Although there is evidence of reaction in the
gas phase, achieving ignition of the liquid has been found
much harder than expected.

An important aspect of the previous argument is, of
course, the heat transport from the gas to the liquid. To ex-
amine this point, we have performed calculations with the
spherical collapse model of Refs. 5 and 6~which includes a
correction for liquid compressibility!. With overpressures be-
tween 10 and 300 atm, we have found that the liquid heating
during the first collapse is sharply lower than the estimated
adiabatic temperatures. However, after the sudden applica-
tion of an overpressure, the first collapse is followed by a
series of damped oscillations~see, e.g., Figs. 3 to 5 below! in
the course of which the liquid heats up further to the point
where ignition should have occurred in the conditions of the
experiments mentioned earlier.

In this paper we refine our earlier spherical calculations
by allowing for the deformation of the bubble. Due to buoy-
ancy, bubbles are expected to be frequently found near solid
boundaries, which are well-known to induce the formation of
jets in the course of the collapse~see, e.g., Refs. 7–11!.
Upon strong compression, one expects the jet to be suffi-

ciently energetic to pierce the bubble and lead to its fragmen-
tation. Thus, unless the jet itself heats up sufficiently, the
liquid would not reach ignition conditions.

For this reason, contrary to all previous analyses with the
exception of a recent paper by Takahiraet al.,12 we not only
allow for the deformation, but also study the temperature
field inside and outside the bubble and in particular in the jet.
By adopting a different route than that of Ref. 12 for the
solution of the thermofluid problem in the gas, we are able to
achieve a much greater resolution of the thermal boundary
layer.

For simplicity, we assume an axisymmetric geometry.
The liquid motion is treated as incompressible and inviscid.
The gas is assumed to be perfect and its pressure spatially
uniform. To account for the time dependence of the compu-
tational domain, we use a boundary integral method for the
liquid and a boundary-fitted grid for the bubble interior.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider a bubble in a semi-infinite expanse of liquid
bounded by a rigid plane wall under the assumption of axial
symmetry. What differentiates the present study from earlier
ones dealing with a similar geometry is the manner in which
the bubble internal pressurep is calculated. Earlier studies
assumed either a constant value, which is appropriate for a
bubble containing only relatively low-density vapor, or a
polytropic relationp } 1/Vk, whereV is the instantaneous
bubble volume andk a polytropic index. We propose instead
to calculate the internal pressure accounting for the non-
uniformity of the temperature distribution extending the ap-
proach of Refs. 13 and 14. The major difficulty is of course
the fact that the computational domain varies with time.

A. Liquid

Since the liquids of present concern are only slightly
viscous and the flow we consider is highly transient, we dis-
regard viscous effects and assume the flow to be irrotational,
v5¹f. As will be seen later, flow velocities are far smaller
than the speed of sound in the liquid except possibly in the
very last instants of the collapse, which enables us to assume
the liquid to be incompressible:

¹2f50. ~1!
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By using Green’s identity, the formal solution of the Laplace
equation~1! can be expressed as a boundary integral. With
the assumption of axial symmetry, the angular integration
can be carried out explicitly in the usual way to find15–18

f~x!5E
S
FG~x,xs!

]f~xs!

]ns
2H~x,xs!f~xs!GdS, ~2!

where the integral is over the trace of the bubble surface on
a meridian plane and its image in the neighboring plane
boundary,]/]ns is the derivative in the normal direction
oriented away from the liquid, and

G~x,xs!5G~R,Z;r ,z!5
2r
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K~m!
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~3!
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]
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A1/2 ,

with K(m) the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and

A5~R1r !21~Z2z!2, m5
4rR

A
. ~4!

In these expressionsx5(R,Z) is the position of the field
point in the azimuthal plane expressed in cylindrical coordi-
nates andxs5(r ,z) is the position of the source point.

The value off at the bubble surface is found by inte-
grating in time the Bernoulli integral evaluated at the surface

]f

]t
1
1

2
u¹fu25

p`2p1sC

rL
. ~5!

Here,p is the pressure in the bubble,p` the ambient pres-
sure,s the surface tension coefficient, andC the local sur-
face curvature. The processes we simulate are too rapid and
occur on a scale too small to be significantly affected by
gravity which, accordingly, has been disregarded. The veloc-
ity normal to the surface,]f/]ns , is found by solving~2!
once the surface value off has been updated. A knowledge
of the normal velocity permits then the new surface position
to be determined by integrating in time the kinematic bound-
ary condition

n•
dx

dt
5n•“f. ~6!

Since the bubble surface is a purely geometrical entity, only
its normal velocityv'5n•¹f is physically meaningful. The
tangential componentVi can be chosen arbitrarily, and this
freedom will be used in the next section for numerical con-
venience. Upon using~5! to express]f/]t, the convective
derivative of the potential following the surface becomes
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dt
[

]f
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rL
1
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v'
2

1v i~Vi2
1
2 v i!, ~7!

wherev i[]f/]s, the derivative of the potential with respect
to the arc lengths along the surface.

As the bubble collapses, the gas undergoes a very sig-
nificant heating that also affects the liquid temperature in the
neighborhood of the free surface. However, it is easy to show

~see, e.g., Ref. 6! that, due to the short times involved and
the huge differences between the volumic heat capacities of
the two phases, the temperature drop between the bubble
core and the liquid surface is much greater than between the
surface and the ambient liquid. Therefore, in the interest of
simplicity, we shall not consider the energy equation in the
liquid. The liquid temperature rise will be estimated approxi-
mately after the heat transfer rate across the bubble boundary
has been obtained.

B. Gas

A considerable simplification of the mathematical prob-
lem in the bubble can be achieved by recognizing that the
maximum pressure differenceDp between two points is of
the order

Dp

p
;
U2

c2
, ~8!

wherec is the speed of sound in the gas.14,19The character-
istic collapse velocityU is of the order ofA(p`2p)/rL ~see,
e.g., Ref. 20!, and therefore much smaller thanc. This esti-
mate~8! enables us to neglect the spatial dependence ofp in
the bubble thus replacing the gas momentum equation by the
simple statement

p.p~ t !. ~9!

An analysis of this approximation for the spherical case was
carried out in Ref. 19 where it was found to be very good.

The estimate~8! assumes that no discontinuities arise in
the gas. On the basis of an approximate analysis, Greenspan
and Nadim21 estimate that the timetS of shock formation for
a spherical surface at rest at the initial time, but possessing
an inward~negative! accelerationä0 , is

tS.
a0
c0

H 12expF 2c0
2

~g11!a0ä0
G J , ~10!

wherea0 is the inital radius andc0 the speed of sound in the
initial state. For a spherical cavity subject to an initial over-
pressureDP, from the Rayleigh–Plesset equation, we may
estimate thata0ä0 . Dp/r. With the values used in the nu-
merical examples given later, we find that the argument of
the exponential has a value of the order of230. This fact
implies thattS.a0 /c0 , i.e., that pressure perturbations in the
gas tend to remain acoustic. Phenomena such as shock heat-
ing are therefore ruled out.

At liquid temperatures cold enough that the vapor pres-
sure is small compared withp` , the bubble contents can be
approximated as entirely consisting of an incondensable gas.
We shall further assume that the gas has constant specific
heats and obeys the perfect gas law

p5RrGT, ~11!

whereR is the universal gas constant divided by the mo-
lecular mass,rG is the density, andT is the temperature.
With these assumptions, by combining the energy and con-
tinuity equations, we find
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“•@~g21!k“T1gpu#5 ṗ, ~12!

wherek is the gas thermal conductivity,g the ratio of spe-
cific heats, andṗ[dp/dt. In view of ~9!, this equation can
be integrated to find

~g21!k¹T1gpu5 1
3ṗx1“3B, ~13!

wherex is the position vector and the fieldB is to be deter-
mined. Upon taking the curl of this relation to calculate the
vorticity, sincek depends onT andp, we find

“3u5
1

gp
“3“3B. ~14!

Vorticity can only be generated at the bubble surface from
which, in the flow considered here, it does not have much
time to diffuse into the bubble core. Convective transport in
the normal direction is also negligible during the collapse
phase because, near the bubble wall, the relative normal ve-
locity is into the wall. This argument justifies assuming that
“3u.0 from which we find“3“3B50 or “3B5“F
with

¹2F50. ~15!

We can thus write the gas velocity field in the form

u5
1

gp F13ṗx2~g21!k“T1“F G . ~16!

On the basis of~15! it can be said that, in a sense, the po-
tential F carries the ‘‘incompressible’’ part of the velocity
field. Takahiraet al.12 wrote the entire right-hand side of
~16! as the gradient of a potential, which therefore satisfies a
Poisson, rather than the Laplace, equation. In solving this
equation by a boundary integral method, they then had to
carry also a computationally expensive volume integral.

One of the key points of this work is the analysis of the
temperature distribution in the gas, which requires a consid-
eration of the energy equation in a form different from~12!

rGCp

dT

dt
5¹•~k¹T!1 ṗ, ~17!

whereCp is the ~constant! specific heat at constant pressure
and d/dt is the convective derivative. As explained in the
next section, we solve the problem on a moving grid. For this
reason, we write the convective derivative in the form

dT

dt
5S ]T

]t D
node

1~u2V!•“T, ~18!

in which the gas velocityu is given by~16! andV is the grid
velocity to be specified later. The subscript ‘‘node’’ signifies
that the partial time derivative is taken following the motion
of a node on the moving grid.

Since the energy equation in the form~12! follows from
~17! and continuity, the simultaneous use of~12! and~17! is
equivalent to enforcing conservation of both energy and
mass.

In view of the strong temperature changes in the bubble,
it is desirable to account for the temperature dependence of
the thermal conductivityk. Following Ref. 14, we use the
linear relation

k5AT1B, ~19!

with the constantsA andB chosen to approximate the mea-
sured values over a suitable temperature range. For air, over
the temperature range 200 to 3000 K, we useA 5 5.28
3 1025W/mK2, B5 1.1653 1022W/mK.14

C. Boundary conditions

At the bubble boundary the normal gas velocity must
equal that of the liquid so that

1

gp
@ 1
3ṗx2~g21!k“T1“F#•n5“f•n. ~20!

In the solution procedure described in the next section, this
relation takes on the role of a Neumann condition onF.

Upon integrating the gas energy equation in the form
~12! over the bubble volume, we find the following equation
for the gas pressure:

ṗ52gp
V̇

V
2

g21

V
Q, ~21!

whereV is the instantaneous bubble volume and the total
heatQ crossing the bubble boundary per unit time from the
gas into the liquid~i.e., in the direction opposite to that of the
normaln! is given by

Q5E
S
k“T•ndS. ~22!

The rate of change of the bubble volume is given by

V̇5E
S
u•ndS. ~23!

It may be noted that, ifQ 5 0 ~or g 5 1), Eq.~21! shows the
gas pressure to satisfy the adiabatic relation as in most of the
earlier models mentioned before. The essence of the present
work lies therefore in the calculation ofQ.

In principle, the boundary conditions on the temperature
are the continuity of temperature and~if phase change is
disregarded! heat flux at the bubble surface. As noted before,
and as discussed quantitatively in Ref. 6, for the purpose of
calculating the gas temperature the liquid heating can be ne-
glected so that

T5T` , ~24!

whereT` is the undisturbed liquid temperature. With this
condition, the surface heat flux is determined.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

The mathematical formulation described in the previous
section consists of a set of highly coupled equations. An
implicit solution method fully reflexive of this coupling
would of course be desirable, but also computationally de-
manding. For this reason we advance the solution in the liq-
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uid explicitly using the current value of the pressure in the
gas, and limit the use of implicit coupling to the gas problem.

A. Liquid

The time step is initiated by calculating the velocity po-
tential on the bubble surface at the next timetn11 by inte-
grating Eq. ~7! at each surface node with the third-order
Adams-Bashforth algorithm

fn115fn1
Dt

12F23S df

dt D
n

216S df

dt D
n21

15S df

dt D
n22G ,

~25!

wheredf/dt is given by~7!.
The bubble surface is updated next by integrating~6!

along the normal direction. The accuracy of this step and the
stability of the calculation are strongly influenced by errors
in the estimation of the normal. For this reason we use a
third-order Adams–Bashforth method for the velocity, but an
implicit discretization for the normal

r n115r n1
nr
n1nr

n11

2

23v'
n216v'

n2115v'
n22

12
Dt, ~26!

zn115zn1
nz
n1nz

n11

2

23v'
n216v'

n2115v'
n22

12
Dt. ~27!

These equations are solved iteratively. A cubic spline repre-
sentation is used for the surface nodes at each iteration and
the normal is calculated by analytic differentiation of this
representation. In order to prevent the nodes from growing
too close or too distant from each other, after convergence,
they are displaced along the surface with the aid of the last
spline representation so as to become equidistant. This step
is equivalent to a specification of the parallel velocityVi of
the interface referred to earlier in connection with Eq.~7!.

From the knowledge of the new bubble surface and of
the surface potential the tangential velocityv i can be calcu-
lated. For the two nodes on the axis of symmetry we setv i
5 0. For any other nodei we use centered differences

v i
n5

f i11
n 2f i21

n

Dsh
, ~28!

whereDsh is the distance between the two nodesi61 ap-
proximated by

Dsh5hhDh, ~29!

wherehh the metric coefficient defined below in~47!.
To calculate the normal velocity component we use the

boundary integral relation~2! much in the same way as in the
method described in Ref. 22. A distinctive modification in-
troduced in this work is motivated by the fact that, due to the
decreasing area of the surface elements near the poles, the
algebraic system is not very well conditioned. To circumvent
this problem, on the bubble surface we take as our unknown
not ]f/]n[c but

w5r
]f

]n
5rc. ~30!

The surface,f, and w are then approximated by cubic
splines and the necessary integrations performed by using
8th-order Gauss–Legendre quadrature to form a linear sys-
tem forw

Gw5~ I2H!f, ~31!

whereG, H are square matrices andw, f column vectors
representing the discretized values ofw andf at the nodes.
The details of the formation of the matrices are described in
Ref. 22 and need not be repeated here.

While use of the auxiliary variablew removes the quasi-
singularity near the axis of symmetry and gives a natural
homogeneous boundary condition atr 5 0, ]f/]n still needs
to be calculated fromw. Simply dividing by r would of
course essentially re-introduce the error amplification
avoided by usingw. Therefore we use the following
spectrum-smoothing inversion procedure. Along the bubble
surface we expandr , w in sine andc(h)5]f/]n in cosine
series in the dimensionless variableh ranging between21
and 1 along the bubble surface. The problem to be solved is
then to findc given r (h) andw(h)

r ~h!c~h!5w~h!. ~32!

The discrete Fourier transform of this equation is

r̂ ~k!* ĉ~k!5ŵ~k!, ~33!

where * stands for the discrete convolution product. This
relation is equivalent to the linear system

Rc5w, ~34!

with c andw column vectors andR a circulant matrix.23We
now replacew by a smoothed low-pass-filtered vectorFw,
after which the system~34! is solved byLU decomposition.
Typical windowsF are rectangle, Gaussian, Hamming or
Hann ~see, e.g., Refs. 24 and 25!. We have obtained good
results using Hann’s~sometimes also called raised cosine!
form

Fk5
1

2S 11 cosp
k

K D , ~35!

wherek is the index of the Fourier component andK is a
cut-off index above whichFk 5 0. Ordinarily we takeK
equal to one half the number of surface nodes.

B. Gas

When a bubble in equilibrium is set into inward motion
by an applied external pressure, the gas temperature field in
the core starts increasing uniformly due to adiabatic com-
pression. At the bubble surface, this tendency is in conflict
with the boundary condition~24! which requires the tem-
perature to remain undisturbed. A boundary layer structure
therefore develops that gradually builds inward from the sur-
face. For sufficiently short times, it is therefore sufficient to
solve the gas thermal problem in this boundary layer.

Unlike the work of Takahiraet al.,12 we use this obser-
vation to avoid the solution of the problem in the full domain
of the bubble interior, with a considerable simplification of
the grid-generation step.
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1. Grid generation

A boundary fitted orthogonal grid is generated in the
bubble every time the surface is updated. Since it is only the
thermal boundary layer that needs to be discretized, the
grid’s boundary with the bubble core need not be prescribed
and it is therefore possible to use a method based on a hy-
perbolic, rather than elliptic, formulation. The advantage is a
good adaptive control of grid size and the numerical effi-
ciency deriving from the use of a marching algorithm. The
procedure is explained in detail in Ref. 26. Here, we describe
the general idea concentrating on the grid control method.

An orthogonal mapping transforms the physical domain
in the (r ,z) plane into the rectangle~right cylinder!
21<j,h<1 in the computational plane

r5r ~j,h!, z5z~j,h!. ~36!

Orthogonality is expressed by

g12[r jr h1zjzh50, ~37!

where the subscripts indicate partial differentiation. The
JacobianJ of the transformation

r jzh2r hzj5J, ~38!

multiplied by the differentialsdj dh, has the geometrical
meaning of the area of the surface element of the physical
plane mapped into the rectangledj dh of the computational
plane. By prescribingJ, Eqs.~37! and~38! can therefore be
integrated to generate an orthogonal grid with controlled grid
spacing.

In the present application we identify the linej 5 21
with the bubble surface and integrate inward toj 5 1. The
points of the symmetry axis far from, and near, the rigid
boundary correspond toh 5 21 andh 5 1, respectively~Fig.
1!. We use a total ofNj11 andNh11 nodes in thej and
h directions, respectively. In the computational plane the

nodes are equispaced withDj 5 2/Nj , Dh 5 2/Nh . In order
to transform the uniformly spacedj5const lines of the com-
putational plane into non-uniformly spaced lines in the
physical plane, where a denser grid near the bubble surface is
desirable, we prescribe that the distanceDsj between two
successive lines be given by

Dsj
n5 1

2@s~jn11!2s~jn21!#, ~39!

wheres(j) is the arc length along theh5const coordinate
lines specified by

s~j!5L
tan@ 1

4ep~11j!#

tan 1
2ep

, ~40!

with e;0.5–0.8 andL the total thickness of the grid normal
to the bubble surface. At the beginning we typically takeL
equal to five times the thermal diffusion lengthADtc based
on the thermal diffusivity of the gasD and a characteristic
time tc . For the collapse casetc is taken as the Rayleigh
collapse timetR

tR50.915aArL /DP, ~41!

with a the initial bubble radius andDP a characteristic pres-
sure difference. Toward the end of the collapseL is some-
what reduced to prevent the grids from opposite sides of the
bubble crossing the surface.

Integration of the system~37!, ~38! proceeds along the
‘‘time-like’’ direction j. Suppose that then-th coordinate
line, j5jn , has been generated. To generate the (n11)-st,
we linearize locally the set of non-linear partial differential
equations aroundjn by writing

r jr h
n1r j

nr h1zj
nzh1zjzh

n50, ~42!

1
2~r jzh

n1r j
nzh!2 1

2~r hzj
n1r h

nzj!5J, ~43!

where the superscriptn indicates values forj 5 jn . More
compactly, we write this system as

Wj1CWh5J, ~44!

where

W5~r ,z!T, J5
2J

~hh
n !2

~zh
n ,2r h

n !T, ~45!

and

C5
1

~hh
n !2

F r j
nr h

n2zj
nzh

n r j
nzh

n1r h
nzj

n

r j
nzh

n1r h
nzj

n 2r j
nr h

n1zj
nzh

n G . ~46!

The metric coefficient in theh direction,hh , is given by

hh5~r h
21zh

2 !1/2. ~47!

The derivativesr h
n , zh

n appearing in~45!, ~46!, and~47! are
calculated analytically by fitting a cubic spline along the co-
ordinate linejn . The derivatives in thej direction, however,
are unknown and this circumstance requires the use of a
predictor-corrector method for the integration of~42!, ~43!.

For the predictor step,r j
n , zj

n are estimated assuming that
each node of the newj 5 jn11 line lies along the normal
issuing from the corresponding node of thej 5 jn line so that

FIG. 1. The boundary-fitted coordinate system. The linej521 is the
bubble surface and the linej51 the artificial inner boundary. The ‘‘north’’
and ‘‘south poles’’ correspond toh521 and11 respectively.
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r j
n5

zh
n

hh
Dsj

n , zj
n52

r h
n

hh
Dsj

n . ~48!

In the neighborhood of the node (jn ,h i), the JacobianJi
n is

prescribed by writing

Ji
n5

Dsj
n

Dj

Dsh i
n

Dh
, ~49!

whereDsj
n is given by~39! and

Dsh i
n 5 1

2A~r i11
n 2r i21

n !21~zi11
n 2zi21

n !2, ~50!

is the grid spacing in theh direction in the neighborhood of
the node (jn ,h i).

With these estimates we can now generate predicted val-
ues for the nodes along the next coordinate linej 5 jn11 by
integrating the system~44!. Among the several numerical
schemes for the integration of hyperbolic first-order systems,
on the basis of the results of Ref. 26, we choose an implicit
flux-vector splitting with artificial viscosity that leads to

W i
n112W i

n

Dj
1Ci

n
W i11

n112W i21
n11

2Dh

5Ji
n1m

W i11
n1122W i

n111W i21
n11

Dh2 , ~51!

wherem is the artificial viscosity coefficient given by27

m5 1
2Al. ~52!

Here,A is the grid aspect ratio defined by

A5
Dsj

n

Dsh i
n , ~53!

and6l, with

l5
1

~hh
n !2

A~r j
nr h

n2zj
nzh

n !21~r j
nzh

n1r h
nzj

n!2, ~54!

are the eigenvalues of the matrixC. The use of an artificial
viscosity coefficient proportional to the local grid aspect ra-
tioA mitigates the danger of grid crossing that is especially
threatening when the bubble surface presents a strong con-
cave curvature to the gas. This effect can be understood by
noting that, in the present context, grid crossing is analogous
to the formation of a shock wave28 and can therefore be
countered by a sufficiently strong viscosity. When the grid is
about to cross,Dsh

i ,n becomes very small, and the effective
viscosity ~52! correspondingly large. In spite of this fact,
however, grid crossing would not be completely avoided
near the end of the collapse, where the curvature of the sur-
face is large. In this case, rather than generating the
(n11)-st coordinate line in one step, we take several sub-
steps~up to 20!.

After the predictor step, a corrector step is taken. The
partial derivativesr j

n , zj
n are updated by averaging with the

previously estimated values~48!. With these new estimates,
the matrixC and the vectorJ are recalculated. For the latter
quantity, in place of~45!, we use

J5
J1 J̃

~hh
n !2

~zh
n ,2r h

n !T, ~55!

whereJ̃ is the value ofJ used for the predictor step.
The numerical errors inherent in the procedure just de-

scribed, and in particular the use of an artificial viscosity,
have the adverse effect of deteriorating grid orthogonality.
Our tests show that deviation from orthogonality is mostly
small, of the order of 5°. Toward the end of the collapse,
however, stronger deviations up to about 30° are encoun-
tered. Our29 and others’~see, e.g., Ref. 30! experience indi-
cates that, provided extreme non-orthogonality is avoided,
orthogonalityper se is not crucial. Therefore, rather than
investing a considerable effort in the solution of the hyper-
bolic system, we find it more efficient to simply accept any
residual non-orthogonality and use a non-orthogonal discreti-
zation of the differential equations.

Two examples of the grid generated by the technique
just described are shown in Fig. 2. These are the grids cor-
responding to the seventh and the last frames of the collapse
sequence shown in Fig. 6. Note in Fig. 2~b! the partial over-
lap of the grids near the axis of symmetry.

2. The inner boundary

The last grid linej51 constitutes the inner boundary for
the domain in which the equations for the gas temperature
T and velocity potentialF must be solved, and boundary
conditions for these quantities are necessary.

For the temperature we simply stipulate

n•“T50. ~56!

FIG. 2. Two examples of the grid generated by the technique of Sec. III B 1.
These are the grids corresponding to the seventh and last frames of the
collapse sequence shown in Fig. 6. Note the grid overlap near the jet tip in
the second figure.
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This condition is consistent with the assumption of negli-
gible gradients in the bubble core, but allows the core tem-
perature to adjust so as to conserve energy.

For F, we find a Dirichlet boundary condition as fol-
lows. Since, according to~15!, this field is harmonic, we can
write for it a Green identity similar to~2!

F~x!5E
S
FG~x,xs!

]F

]ns
2H~x,xs!F~xs!GdS. ~57!

Here, as in~2!, the integral is over the traceS of the surface
on a meridian plane, reflecting the fact that this relation is
obtained from the Laplace equation in the three-dimensional
domain. The normal derivative can be considered known
from ~20! so that the equation can be used to solve for the
value ofF on the bubble surface. After this step, Green’s
identity can be written again — this time for points on the
j51 grid line — to find the required boundary condition

F~x!52E
S
FG~x,xs!

]F

]ns
2H~x,xs!F~xs!GdS. ~58!

The factor 2 arises from the difference in the solid angle
under which the boundary is seen by an interior point as
compared with a surface point. The arbitrary constant inher-
ent in the solution of~57! is set to 0.

The previous relations are included in the iteration
scheme described below, with the right-hand sides evaluated
on the basis of the most recent values available.

Note that the use of the correct boundary condition for
F gives a meaning to the solution for this field even in a
region where the grid partially overlaps as in the example of
Fig. 2~b!. The equation is merely solved twice in the same
region. Strictly speaking, this remark does not apply to the
solution of the temperature field due to the zero-gradient
condition ~56!. Nevertheless, as can be seen, e.g., from Fig.
11, the thermal boundary layer is so thin near the jet tip that
the error is negligible.

3. Discretization of the gas equations

The Laplace~15! and energy~17! equations in the gas
are discretized by finite differences. In principle one could
use the relation~58! for F at every grid point, but this ap-
proach encounters near-singularities for the nodes near the
boundary~see, e.g., Ref. 31! and is also fairly expensive in
view of the large number of numerical quadratures required.
We prefer therefore to use finite differences for the Laplace
equation as well.

The Laplace equation in a general axi-symmetric, non-
orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system can be written as

]

]j S r hh
2

J

]F

]j
2g

]F

]h D 1
]

]h S r hj
2

J

]F

]h
2g

]F

]j D 50, ~59!

where

g5r
r jr h1zjzh

J
. ~60!

We let

j i5211 iDj, 0< i<Nj , h j5211 jDh,

0< j<Nh , ~61!

and use central differences to find

(
l ,m521

1

cl ,m
i , j F i1 l , j1m50. ~62!

The coefficients of this difference equation are given by

c61,0
i , j 5

1

Dj2 S hh
2r

J D
i , j11/2

7
1

4DjDh
@gi61/2,j2gi , j21/2#,

c0,61
i , j 5

1

Dh2 S hj
2r

J D
i , j61/2

7
1

4DjDh
@gi11/2,j2gi21/2,j #,

c21,61
i , j 56

1

4DjDh
@gi21/2,j1gi , j61/2#, ~63!

c61,1
i , j 57

1

4DjDh
@gi11/2,j1gi , j61/2#,

c0,0
i , j 52c21,0

i , j 2c0,21
i , j 2c1,0

i , j 2c0,1
i , j .

Half-step values are obtained by averaging.
The boundary conditions forF are specified by

F0,j5F~21,h j !, FNj , j
5F~1,h j !, ~64!

F i ,05
1
3 ~4F i ,12F i ,2!,

F i ,Nh
5 1

3 ~4F i ,Nh212F i ,Nh22!. ~65!

The last two relations express the vanishing of the normal
gradient ofF on the axis of symmetry and have been ob-
tained by using the second-order accurate, one-sided deriva-
tive formula.

In axi-symmetric, non-orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
nates moving with a velocity fieldV, the energy equation
~17! takes the form of

rGCpS ]T

]t
1
uj2Vj

hj

]T

]j
1
uh2Vj

hh

]T

]h D
5 ṗ1

1

Jr F ]

]j S k hh
2r

J

]T

]j
2kg

]T

]h D 1
]

]h

3S k hj
2r

J

]T

]h
2kg

]T

]j D G ~66!

where, from~16!,

uj52
ṗ

3gp

hj

J
~rzh2zrh!1

g21

gp
kS hhhj

J D 2
3S 1hj

]T

]j
2

g12
hjhh

1

hh

]T

]h D1S hhhj

J D 2
3S 1hj

]F

]j
2

g12
hjhh

1

hh

]F

]h D , ~67!
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uh52
ṗ

3gp

hh

J
~2rzj1zrj!1

g21

gp
kS hhhj

J D 2
3S 1hh

]T

]h
2

g12
hjhh

1

hj

]T

]j D1S hhhj

J D 2
3S 1hh

]F

]h
2

g12
hjhh

1

hj

]F

]j D . ~68!

Here,g12 is defined in~37! and the metric coefficient in the
j direction,hj , is given by

hj5~r j
21zj

2!1/2. ~69!

The grid velocityV5(Vj ,Vh) is calculated by dividing the
difference between the new and old node positions by the
time stepDt. Time integration is effected by using the trap-
ezoidal rule for both the diffusion and convection terms. The
space derivatives in the convection term are discretized using
first-order upwinding. The resulting algebraic system has the
form

(
l ,m521

1

Cl ,mTi1 l , j1m
n11 5Fi , j

n11/2, ~70!

where theCl ,m are given by

C61,05
1

~Jr ! i , jDj H 1

Dj S hh
2rk

J D
i61/2,j

7
1

4Dh
@~gk! i , j11/22~gk! i , j21/2#J ,

C0,615
1

~Jr ! i , jDh H 1

Dh S hj
2rk

J D
i , j61/2

7
1

4Dj
@~gk! i11/2,j2~gk! i21/2,j #J ,

C21,6156
1

~Jr ! i , j

1

4DjDh
@~gk! i21/2,j1~gk! i , j61/2#,

C1,6157
1

~Jr ! i , j

1

4DjDh
@~gk! i11/2,j1~gk! i , j61/2#,

~71!

C0,05
CprG

n11/2

Dt
2C0,212C21,02C1,02C0,1. ~72!

The only temperature dependence of the first four coeffi-
cients is through the gas thermal conductivityk. To evaluate
this quantity we use the most recently available value of the
temperature. We evaluaterG

n11/2 as 1
2(rG

n 1rG
n11) with the

value at time leveln11 calculated from the most recently
updated value ofT using the equation of state~11!. The
right-hand side of~70! is given by

Fi , j
n11/25Cp~rG! i , j

n11/2
Ti , j
n

Dt
1 ṗn11/2

1
1

2 S 1Jr F ]
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]
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]T
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hh

]T
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n11/2

.

~73!

The half-time-step values are obtained by averaging as be-
fore.

The boundary conditions are similar to those onF, Eq.
~65!

TNj , j
n115 1

3 ~4TNj21
n11 2TNj22,j

n11 !, T0,j
n115T` ,

Ti ,0
n115 1

3 ~4Ti ,1
n112Ti ,2

n11!,

Ti ,Nh

n115 1
3 ~4Ti ,Nh21

n11 2Ti ,Nh22
n11 !. ~74!

It is worth pointing out that, in spite of our use of a moving
grid, the use of the convective derivative in the form~18! —
in which the partial derivative is taken following the grid
point — and the fact that the grid is structured, avoid the
need to interpolate the temperature field onto the new grid at
the beginning of each time step. This point is important as
the interpolation procedure is subject to numerical diffusion
artifacts.

4. Iteration procedure

The fieldF depends on the gas temperature and pressure
through its boundary condition~20!, and it also appears in
the energy equation through the non-linear convection terms.
The gas velocity and temperature fields are therefore coupled
and an iterative procedure is used for their determination. In
the present time-dependent problem convergence is particu-
larly rapid as values at the previous time step furnish excel-
lent initial estimates for the various quantities.

The Laplace equation~59! for F is solved first by using
the current estimates ofT and ṗ in the boundary condition
~20!. In this way an updated estimate of the gas velocity field
is generated and the energy equation~66! can be solved for
T. For this step, the thermal conductivity is estimated from
the most recently evaluated values ofT.

At this point updated values for the surface heat flux and
total heat transfer rateQ̇ can be calculated to give an updated
value for ṗ, which is then used to find a new estimate of
F, and so on until convergence is attained. Several conver-
gence criteria were tried and it was found that monitoring the
total heat flux across the bubble wall is sufficient.

In solving the Laplace equation~62!, successive over-
relaxation is used with the relaxation parameter ranging be-
tween 1.5 and 1.95, depending on the grid aspect ratio.
Under-relaxation is used for the energy equation with a re-
laxation parameter of 0.8.

C. Validation

The accuracy of the computational procedure has been
tested first of all by carrying out the standard convergence
and grid refinement studies.
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For a better validation, however, we have compared the
results with those obtained by the method of Ref. 5 in which
the spherically symmetric version of the mathematical model
of Sec. II is solved. Since the numerical aspects of the two
calculations are very different from each other, this compari-
son may be regarded as a significant test. A limitation of the
comparison lies in the fact that, even in the absence of
boundaries, the spherical shape is subject to well-known in-
stabilities that are of course unaccounted for in the spherical
model. Nevertheless, we have found that the instability is
minor up to the time when the simulation was terminated.
All the calculations have been carried out with 41365
nodes.

Figure 3~a! shows the internal pressure of a bubble sub-
jected to a suddenly applied overpressureDP51 atm as a
function of the dimensionless time scaled by the Rayleigh
collapse timetR given by Eq. ~41! and equal to 110ms.
Initially the bubble has a radius of 1 mm and is in equilib-
rium under an ambient pressure of 1 atm. The solid line is
the result of the present model and the dashed line that of the
spherically-symmetric calculation. The response consists of a
series of nonlinear damped oscillations. The maximum inter-
nal pressure reached at the end of the first collapse is ap-

proximately 4.3 atm. The heat fluxes into the liquid are com-
pared in Fig. 3~b!.

Figure 4 shows similar results for an overpressure of 10
atm. Here,tR534.9ms and the maximum internal pressure
exceeds 370 atm. The two formulations are in broad agree-
ment, except that a phase difference gradually develops over
time. This feature is not surprising upon comparison of two
different free-oscillation calculations where small differences
can accumulate and give rise to appreciable phase discrepan-
cies at long times.

On the basis of these and several other tests of a similar
nature that we have conducted, we are confident that the
numerical method is reliable.

Below, the liquid temperature will be estimated by solv-
ing the heat conduction equation normal to the bubble sur-
face with the computed surface heat flux and the neglect of
convection. Since the spherical model contains convection,
we can examine here the validity of this approximation. Fig-
ure 5 compares the surface temperatures estimated by pure
conduction~solid line! and by including convection during
the first collapse of Fig. 4. The differences are significant and
they are due to the fact that the inward spherical motion

FIG. 3. Internal pressure,~a!, and heat flux,~b!, for a 1 mmradius air bubble
initially in equilibrium at 1 atm, and subjected to a sudden overpressure of 1
atm. The results computed by the present method are shown by the solid
line, while the dashed line gives the results given by the spherically sym-
metric model of Ref. 5. Time is in units oft/tR , wheretR is the Rayleigh
collapse time defined in~41!. With the parameter values of this example,
tR5110ms.

FIG. 4. Internal pressure,~a!, and heat flux,~b!, for a 1 mmradius air bubble
initially in equilibrium at 1 atm, and subjected to a sudden overpressure of
10 atm. The results computed by the present method are shown by the solid
line, while the dashed line gives the results of the spherically symmetric
model of Ref. 5. Time is in units oft/tR , wheretR is the Rayleigh collapse
time defined in~41!. With the parameter values of this example,tR534.9
ms.
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stretches the thermal boundary layer thus decreasing the con-
ductive heat loss from the surface.

One can get a handle on the difference between the two
results with the following argument. Consider a thermal
layer of thicknessd1 surrounding the surface of a sphere of
radiusa1@d1 . If the sphere shrinks to a radiusa2 , the ther-
mal layer thickness becomes, approximately,
d25(a1 /a2)d1 . As a rough approximation one can account
for this effect by decreasing the thermal conductivity of the
liquid. From the appearance of the second derivative in the
diffusion equation, one deduces that the ‘‘effective’’ thermal
conductivity should be reduced by (a1 /a2)

2. From the well-
known expression for the surface temperature of a semi-
infinite solid subject to a surface heat fluxq(t) we have

T2T`5
1

ApkLrLCpL

E
0

t

dt
q~t!

At2t
. ~75!

This relation shows that, for a given heat flux, the tempera-
ture increase varies inversely with the square root of the
thermal conductivity, i.e., by the previous argument, propor-
tionately to a1 /a2 . For the case of Figs. 4 and 5, with
a15a anda2 equal to the computed minimum radius 0.24
a, we expect the ratio of the temperature increases obtained
with and without convection to be approximately 4, in excel-
lent agreement with the result shown in Fig. 5. We return to
this estimate later.

IV. RESULTS

We study the response of initially spherical air bubbles
to two different pressure loadings, a sudden overpressure,
and a Gaussian pressure profile. We consider bubbles with
initial radii of 1 and 0.1 mm at different distances from a
rigid plane wall. In all cases the equilibrium ambient pres-
sure isPa51 atm and the undisturbed temperature 20 °C.
The liquid is Liquid Gun Propellant 1845 withrL51,452
kg/m3, thermal conductivitykL50.15 W/mK, and specific
heatCpL52,300 J/kg K, but some results for water are also
given.

For all the calculations that follow we used 65 nodes on
the surface and 41 and 65 nodes in thej andh directions

respectively. The time step is chosen adaptively in such a
way that the increase of the maximum surface velocity, heat
flux, and pressure always remains less than 0.1%.

A. Sudden pressurization

A bubble with its center at a distanceb from a rigid
plane wall and radiusa initially at equilibrium under a pres-
sure Pa51 atm is subjected at time 01 to the pressure
p`5Pa1DP. It is well known that in these conditions, as
the collapse proceeds, a jet develops in the bubble directed
toward the boundary.7,8,10 The Rayleigh collapse time~41!,
that gives the correct time scale for this situation asymptoti-
cally for DP@Pa , is used to nondimensionalize time.

As our reference case we take a 1 mmradius bubble
whose center is 1.2 mm away from the wall so that
b/a51.2. The overpressure isDP510 atm which gives
tR534.9 ms. Figure 6 shows a series of snapshots of the
bubble at different stages of the compression. The time
elapsed between successive images is not constant and
ranges between 0.842 dimensionless units for the first pair
and 0.016 for the last one. The calculation is interrupted
shortly before the jet tip touches the opposing side of the
surface. Figure 7 shows the velocity of the jet tip as a func-
tion of time during the collapse. It is seen that for most of the
process this velocity is a few tens of m/s, with a maximum of
the order of 300 m/s reached in the last few instants. These
values are quite modest compared with the speed of sound in
the liquid, which justifies the assumption of liquid incom-
pressibility. As we show in Fig. 10, discussed later, the gas
temperature toward the end of the collapse is about four
times as large as the initial value, so that the speed of sound
has doubled to over 600 m/s. Thus, while the jet Mach num-
ber with respect to the gas reaches a maximum value of
about 0.5, which is not small, our assumption of a uniform
gas pressure is likely to be inaccurate only over the last few
percent of the collapse time and one would not expect this
circumstance to induce order-of-magnitude errors in the re-
sults.

FIG. 5. Estimated liquid temperature without~solid line! and with convec-
tion effects in the liquid during the first collapse shown in Fig. 4. FIG. 6. Succesive shapes of a 1 mmradius bubble with center 1.2 mm away

from a rigid wall after the application of an overpressure of 10 atm. The
nondimensional times aret/tR50, 0.842, 1.037, 1.080, 1.106, 1.122, 1.151,
1.174, 1.184, 1.194, 1.203, and 1.219. The Rayleigh collapse timetR equals
34.9ms.
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The heat flux into the liquid along the bubble surface at
different times is shown in Fig. 8 in which the abscissa is the
coordinateh ranging from21 at the bubble’s ‘‘north pole’’
~away from the wall! to 1 at the south pole~Fig. 1!. Initially
the curves are fairly flat, but when the jet starts developing
the heat flux in the jet region becomes larger and larger, well
exceeding 100 MW/m2 in the last stages of the collapse. A
different perspective on these results is provided by Fig. 9,
where the dashed line gives the heat flux as a function of
time for spherical collapse under the same conditions. The
other three lines in the figure refer to the deforming bubble
collapse, with the solid one corresponding to the north pole
~jet!, the dotted line to the south pole, and the remaining one
to the pointh 5 0. The heat flux is seen to be nearly uniform
over the surface of the bubble for most of the process. To-
ward the end, heat fluxes tend to be greater than for the
spherical case, with the jet tip far exceeding all other points.
Of course, comparisons at equal times between the spherical
and non-spherical collapse are not meaningful due to wall-
induced differences in the dynamics. Similar results for a 0.1
mm bubble collapsing at the same scaled distanceb/a from
the wall, when plotted versus the appropriate scaled time,

show the heat flux for the smaller bubble to be very close to
A10 times that of the larger bubbles at all times. This reflects
the fact pointed out at the end of section 3 that the boundary
layer thickness scales as the square root of the characteristic
time, which, in turn, is proportional to the radius.

As noted before, we use the computed heat flux to esti-
mate the liquid temperature by solving the one-dimensional
conduction equation in the direction normal to the interface.
The results are shown in Fig. 10. Here, again the dashed line
is for a 1 mmradius spherical collapse~including convection
effects!. The rapidly rising lines are the jet tip temperatures
for 1 mm ~solid! and 0.1 mm bubbles, and the other line
~actually two lines superposed! are the liquid temperatures at
the south pole and at the pointh50 for a51 mm. While the
jet tip reaches significantly higher temperatures than in the
spherical case, the opposite is true for the other two points.
In general, indeed, we find that heating is highly localized at
the jet tip. The figure also shows that our procedure of solv-

FIG. 7. Jet tip velocity as a function of time for the case of the previous
figure.

FIG. 8. Heat flux into the liquid along the bubble surface at different times
for the collapse case of Fig. 6. The variableh is the normalized arc length
along the bubble surface withh521 corresponding to the jet tip on the axis
of symmetry~see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 9. Heat flux into the liquid at the ‘‘north’’~solid! and ‘‘south’’ ~dotted!
poles of the bubble of Fig. 6 and at the midpoint of the surface,h 5 0. The
long-dash line shows the corresponding results for the spherical collapse of
a 1 mm bubble.

FIG. 10. Liquid temperatures at the ‘‘north’’ and ‘‘south poles’’ of the
bubble of Fig. 6 and at the midpointh 5 0. The latter two curves are very
nearly indistinguishable in the figure. The long-dash line shows the corre-
sponding results for a spherical collapse under otherwise identical condi-
tions of a 1 mmradius bubble far from the wall. Of the two rapidly rising
lines, the solid one is for the north pole of a 1 mmradius bubble, and the
other one for an initial radius of 0.1 mm.
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ing the energy equation in the gas neglecting liquid heating
is well justified for the major portion of the collapse process
over most of the surface. The greatest error would occur at
the jet tip, whose rapid heating at the very end would reduce
the heat flux from the gas side. These results represent there-
fore an overestimate of the jet tip heating.

The curves in this figure come to an abrupt end when the
calculation is interrupted just before the jet completely
bridges the bubble. Presumably, just after this point, the hot
tip liquid is quenched by mixing with the colder liquid sur-
rounding the impact region. As the inward motion of the
surface has not been arrested, however, some further com-
pression of the gas may still occur, presumably followed by
a fragmentation of the bubble. Since the temperature of the
exposed liquid surface is still relatively low, as can be seen
from Fig. 10 and as can also be inferred from the spherically
symmetric results, one does not expect it to go much above
400 K during the residual compression phase. It should also
be pointed out that, with other parameter values, we have
found cases in which, just before the jet strikes the other side
of the bubble, the velocity over the rest of the surface has
already reversed. In these cases, one would not observe a
residual gas compression following jet impact.

As discussed in Sec. III A, the procedure used to gener-
ate these results is inaccurate insofar as convection normal to
the interface, that thickens the boundary layer, has been ne-
glected. In the present case this effect is negligible in the jet
region, which is nearly in rigid-body motion, and near the
south pole, where motion is inhibited by the presence of the
wall. The region most affected by the error is the lateral
portion of the surface where the argument given in Sec. III A
would give a temperature increase less than three times as
large as the one calculated here. Even with this correction,
the maximum temperature that one would expect is only
slightly above 400 K.

According to the estimates quoted in the Introduction,
ignition requires regions with linear dimensions of 0.1 to 10
mm that maintain a temperature above 700 K for 10 to 1000
ms. In the example considered here, 700 K are never
reached. The time during which the tip temperature exceeds
500 K is about 3% of the Rayleigh collapse time, equal to
34.9 and 3.49ms for a51 and 0.1 mm, respectively. In view
of the insufficient temperature, the brevity of the high-
temperature duration, and the minute mass of hot liquid, it is
doubtful that ignition could be caused by the jet. Ignition due
to the residual gas compression also appears to be an un-
likely event in view of the previous estimates.

The gas temperature along the axis of symmetry~normal
to the wall! is shown in Fig. 11 at different times. The com-
puted portions of the curves~corresponding to the resolved
thermal layer! are shown by solid thin lines. The dashed
straight lines have been interpolated for clarity. The solid
heavy lines denote the adiabatic temperature based on the
instantaneous bubble volume. The gas is very nearly adia-
batic initially, but the temperature ends up somewhat lagging
the adiabatic law due to the heat loss through the bubble
surface. This figure also shows that the thermal boundary
layer is adequately resolved in the calculation.

It is also of interest to compare the relative effect of heat

transfer and compression in determining the bubble internal
pressure. These are the two terms in the right-hand side of
the pressure equation~21!, and are shown in Fig. 12 for a
bubble radius of 100mm. The solid line is the totalṗ, the
dashed line the heat flux contribution2(g21)Q/V, and the
dotted line the adiabatic compression contributiongpV̇/V.
For this case heat transfer contributes less than 3% to the
pressure variation over most of the collapse and would have
an even smaller effect for a 1 mmbubble. If the process were
followed over the course of many oscillations, however, the
situation would of course be different as the thermal layer
would grow to fill the whole bubble.

We have done a similar calculation with the physical
properties of water. We have found virtually no differences
in the bubble shape and the time derivative of the internal
pressure provided everything is referred to the nondimen-
sional timet/tR , with tR accounting for the density differ-
ence between the two fluids. This scaling fails only at the

FIG. 11. Gas temperature along the axis of symmetry at different times for
the collapse of Fig. 6. The computed portions of the curves~corresponding
to the resolved thermal layer! are shown by the thin solid lines. The dashed
lines have been interpolated for clarity. The thick solid lines are the adia-
batic temperatures calculated from the instantaneous volume.

FIG. 12. The solid line is the time derivative of the bubble internal pressure

ṗ as given by~21! for the collapse process of Fig. 6 but with an initial
bubble radius of 100mm. The dashed and dotted lines are, respectively, the
contribution of the heat transfer and adiabatic heating terms in the right-
hand side of Eq.~21!.
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very end of the collapse where slight differences in the heat
fluxes into the jet tip start appearing. The biggest difference
between the two cases is in the jet tip temperature due to the
nearly quadruple thermal conductivity and double specific
heat of water. We find that the maximum temperature
reached by the jet tip in water is about 400 K, to be com-
pared with over 600 K for the monopropellant case. The
difference between the two results is in excellent agreement
with the scaling that can be deduced from~75! written in
terms of the scaled timet/tR . Of course, since no evapora-
tion is allowed in our model, these results are only indicative
of the relative trends between the two liquids.

We can now consider a few other cases. Figure 13 is
similar to Fig. 6, except that here the bubble center is at 4
mm from the solid wall,b/a 5 4. In this case the influence of
the wall is not large enough to cause pronounced jetting and
one only observes relatively mild capillary waves. It is there-
fore evident that there is a critical bubble-wall separation

such that the jet just touches the other side of the cavity at
the moment the bubble starts rebounding. For the present
parameter values, this critical distance is close to 2 mm,
which is the case shown in Fig. 14.

The heat flux at the jet tip is shown as a function of time
for different values ofb and 1 mm radius bubbles in Fig. 15.
If the bubble starts rebounding before the jet pierces it~at
which time the calculation is interrupted!, the heat flux ex-
hibits a maximum at the moment of maximum compression.
These are the first three lines~counting from the left!, corre-
sponding tob/a54, 2, and 1.5, respectively. As the initial
bubble center is taken closer and closer to the wall, the jet
develops earlier and earlier and therefore it also strikes the
other side before the gas has undergone its maximum pos-
sible compression. The resulting heating is therefore smaller.
The values of the jet tip temperatures corresponding to these
results are shown in Fig. 16. Corresponding results for a 0.1
mm radius bubble are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

It may be noted that, in all these last results in which the
jet rebounds, our assumption of negligible vorticity in the
gas@see the text following Eq.~14!# is likely to be violated.
Due to the limited effect of heat transfer on the gas pressure,

FIG. 14. Succesive shapes of a 1 mmradius bubble with center 2 mm away
from a rigid wall after the application of an overpressure of 10 atm. The
nondimensional times aret/tR 5 0, 1.012, 1.084, 1.115, 1.140, 1.150, 1.159,
1.170, 1.177, 1.185, 1.215, and 1.296. The Rayleigh collapse timetR defined
in ~41! equals 34.9ms.

FIG. 15. Heat flux at the jet tip as a function of scaled time for different
values of the wall separationb and 1 mm radius bubbles. From the left, the
lines correspond tob/a 5 4, 2, 1.5, 1.2, 1.05.

FIG. 13. Succesive shapes of a 1 mmradius bubble with center 4 mm away
from a rigid wall after the application of an overpressure of 10 atm. The
nondimensional times aret/tR 5 0, 0.9199, 1.055, 1.078, 1.115, 1.148, 1.341,
1.728, 2.552, 2.978, 3.124, and 3.175. The Rayleigh collapse timetR defined
in ~41! equals 34.9ms.

FIG. 16. Jet tip temperature as a function of scaled time for the cases of the
preceding figure.
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shown in Fig. 12, one does not expect the dynamics to be
affected by this circumstance. A limited effect on the por-
tions of the curves of Figs. 15 to 18 following the maximum
cannot, however, be ruled out.

B. Gaussian pressure loading

For the Gaussian pressure loading we use the following
pressure profile:

p`5Pa1DP expF2
~ t*25!2

t
*
2 G , ~76!

again withPa51 atm,a51 mm, b51.2 mm,DP510 atm
andt* 5 t/tc. The characteristic timetc is again taken as the
Rayleigh time~41! and, with the previous parameter values,
equals 34.9ms.

Figure 19 is the heat flux into the jet tip as a function of
time for a series of values of the parametert* ranging, from
left to right, from 2.8 to 0.3. The corresponding jet tip tem-
peratures are shown in Fig. 20. As the value oft* is de-
creased from 2.8, at first the collapse occurs faster and the
heat flux and temperature become gradually higher. For
1.6>t*>0.5 the violence of the motion causes the jet to

pierce the bubble and the calculation must be stopped at the
moment opposite sides meet. For still smaller value oft* ,
the pressure change is too rapid to have a big effect on the
bubble and the phenomenon is correspondingly reduced in
intensity.

These results clearly display the effect of ‘‘tuning’’ the
pulse’s time scale to the bubble collapse time. This factor
should be carefully taken into account when planning an
experiment. In too small a tank with an explosive-produced
loading of the bubble, the high pressure might last too little
to achieve a significant compression.

The interpretation of these results is subject to the same
note of caution appended at the end of the last subsection as
to the effect of the neglect of the vorticity field in the gas.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the thermal processes occurring in the
gas contained in a bubble collapsing non-spherically in the
neighborhood of a rigid wall. We have found that the dynam-
ics of the bubble is not strongly affected by thermal effects
for the size range considered here~0.1 to 1 mm!, although

FIG. 17. Heat flux at the jet tip as a function of scaled time for different
values of the wall separationb and 0.1 mm radius bubbles. From the left,
the lines correspond tob/a 5 4, 2, 1.5, 1.2, 1.05.

FIG. 18. Jet tip temperature as a function of scaled time for the cases of the
preceding figure.

FIG. 19. Heat flux into the jet tip as a function of time for the Gaussian
loading case of Eq.~76!. The initial bubble radius is 1 mm and the initial
distance from the wall 1.2 mm. The curves correspond to different values of
the time scalet of the applied overpressure. From the left,t* 5 2.8, 2.4, 2,
1.6, 1.2, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3.

FIG. 20. Jet tip temperatures for the Gaussian loading cases of the previous
figure. From the left,t* 5 2.8, 2.4, 2, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3.
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the liquid in the tip of the wall-directed jet that forms under
these conditions does heat up substantially more than in the
case of spherical collapse. While the temperatures reached
can be high, their duration is very brief, typically a few per-
cent of the Rayleigh collapse time defined in~41!, or a few
microseconds. At the relatively low impact velocities~less
than 400 m/s! of the cases considered here one expects that,
when the jet strikes the other side of the bubble, it will be
immediately quenched by mixing with much colder liquid.

The results discussed in the previous section have been
obtained with the bubble subjected to a maximum overpres-
sureDP of 10 atm. For higher values ofDP, the validity of
some of the assumptions of the model~notably liquid incom-
pressibility, spatial uniformity of the gas pressure, and lack
of phase change! become questionable. Nevertheless, the re-
sults should be indicative of the orders of magnitude. With
DP5100 atm the gas temperature reaches nearly 3500 K,
but still the liquid temperature exceeds 500 K only for less
than 0.2ms.

A spherical bubble subject to a sudden overpressure dif-
fers in two major regards from the deforming bubble consid-
ered here. In the first place, with spherical symmetry, there
must be an instant at which the kinetic energy vanishes. For
a deformed bubble straddled by a jet the situation is different
as some kinetic energy is stored in the vortex formed when
the jet strikes the other side of the bubble.11,32 As a conse-
quence, the pressures~and therefore temperatures! found in
the spherical collapse are higher than for a deforming
bubble. Second, a spherical bubble executes a series of
damped non-linear oscillations during which heat from the
gas has ample time to diffuse to the surface and, on the
average, heat up the liquid. This process cannot take place if
the bubble breaks up. If a spherical bubble is subjected to
higher and higher overpressures, the liquid on its surface will
get hotter and hotter due to a combination of the two factors
just described. For a deforming bubble, on the other hand,
one has higher gas temperatures but the collapse and subse-
quent break up are so fast that the liquid has even less time to
heat up. These considerations lead one to expect that liquid
propellant ignition due gas heating in the course of bubble
collapse is an unlikely event, at least for the parameter range
investigated here.

Unfortunately, no data exist with which to make a direct
quantitative comparison of our simulations. The majority of
experiments have been conducted with cylindrical, rather
than spherical, bubbles.3,32,33The dynamics in the two geom-
etries can be expected to be significantly different. Two stud-
ies involved nearly spherical cavities,4,34 but the results re-
ported are mainly descriptive and cannot be compared with
the present ones. In addition, in all these experiments, the
bubble collapse was initiated by shock waves with strength
of the order of several kbars, which represents another sig-
nificant difference with the present model. In general, these
studies have shown that ignition of liquid explosive due to
gas bubble collapse is not a very reproducible phenomenon.
As a matter of fact, Prof. Field opines~private communica-
tion! that contamination of the material probably played a
major role in the observed events.

In the cases in which ignition occurred, it seemed to

initiate at the point at which the jet hit the other side of the
cavity.3 The observed jet velocities were of the order of
km/s, a situation far beyond the limits of validity of our
study. Nevertheless, our results do indicate a strong heating
of the jet tip and it is conceivable that this process sensitizes
the tip liquid so that the compressive and viscoplastic heating
occurring at the impact are sufficient for ignition. Light
flashes indicative of reaction were also observed emanating
from the gas surrounding the jet.3,32,35,36These can be im-
puted to adiabatic heating, which is a good approximation to
the actual gas temperature as shown in Fig. 11.

The main difficulty in the present calculation resides in
the extreme thinness of the thermal boundary layer in the
gas, that requires a correspondingly fine spatial resolution.
We have been able to obtain computationally efficient and
accurate results by focusing on the region near the bubble
surface with a hyperbolically generated boundary-fitted grid,
realizing that the temperature in the bubble core would re-
main substantially uniform over the time intervals considered
here. For this reason, our calculation is expected to be more
accurate than the very similar one recently carried out by
Takahiraet al.12 where a relatively coarse finite-element dis-
cretization of the entire bubble volume was used. Further-
more, contrary to that formulation, we have reduced the
problem for the velocity potential in the gas to a Laplace,
rather than Poisson, equation by identifying a particular in-
tegral of the non-homogeneous equation. This is another fac-
tor that greatly increases the efficiency of the computation.
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